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PROF. SAML. CHEW--

DearSir:-At a meeting of the class, we, the undersigned committee,

were appointed to wait upon you and request your Valedictory Address.
for publication. In obtaining your assent, we shall feel that it is one of

the many evidences of your favor towards the class.

"V-ith much respect,
EDWARD R. TRIPPE,

IRYING S. V ALLANDIGHAlI,

S.UIUEL FAIRBANK, Committee.
II. LINDSEY PIERCE,

PIlI LANDER V. BENSON,

UNIYERSITY OF i'LIRYLAND. March 1st, 1862.

---- ......----

GEN'rLEMEN:-

I thank you for your kind note of this morning requesting a copy of

my Lecture. It was written hastily and with no view to publication,

but as it was prepared for the Class, I take pleasure in plfLcing it at

your disposal.
Respectfully, yours,

SAlIL. CHEI¥.

Messrs. TRIPPE, V.ALLANDIGHAM, F.!IRBAKK, PIERCE and BEz..~SON, Committee, &c.



DISCOURSE.

I arise, Gentlemen of the Class, to congratulate you on
your accession to the honors of The Medical Doctorate, and
to assure you that the Faculty of your Alma Mater warm-
ly sympathize with you in the feelings of gratification and
triumph which on the present occasion must naturally oc-
cupy your minds.

One of the objects for which you have long been labor-
ing, is successfully accomplished. You are now members
of the medical profession. Respectfully, cordially, loving-
ly, we welcome you into our ranks.

Your career in the University has been distinguished by
industry and diligence, those most auspicious of omens.
May your future course be not unworthy of such a com-
mencement. May you acquire an abundant measure of all
such success as wisdom and virtue can desire; and may
your professional labors secure you that happiest of a.ll re-
wards, the benedictions of multitudes whom you have res-
cued in the hour of peril, and saved when they were ready
to perish:

You are about to engage in new pursuits,-to assume
new and untried responsibilities. Noone entertaining for
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yUH those friendly sentiments, to which you are so well en-
titled from all your teachers in The University of Mary-
land, can view your position with indifference. The solici-
tude which I feel for your welfare and success will, I trust,
be my sufficient apology for addressing to you on this oc-
casion some brief monitions and counsels touching the dan-
gers and the duties of the walk of life upon which you are
entering, and in whose arduous toils and manifold cares
you are shortly to be involved.

'I'he profession, gentlemen, which you have chosen, and
into which you are now admitted, is generally spoken of
as a liberal and honorable vocation. It is such,-and it
is not such. It is a pursuit liberal and honorubl e in the
highest degree when it is prosecuted, as I trust it general-
ly is, in the proper spirit of humanity and beneficence.
But in the hands of those who enter on it merely for the
purpose of gratifying avarice, ambition, or vanity, it be-
comes, on the contrary, a vile and mercenary trade.

"When I commenced the practice of medicine," says the
wise and benevolent Dr. Fothergill, "my only wish was
to do what little business might fall to my share as well
as possible, and to banish all thoughts of practising physic
as a money getting trade with the same solicitude as I
would the suggestions of vice and intemperance."

"vVhen I set out as a young Doctor," says a very dif-
ferent physician, who has had the candor to record his
principles, "I knew I had my living to make by my own
exertions, and I determined to make it. I heard many of
my young acquaintances talk a great deal about science.
I let them talk on. I let their science alone. I went about
among the people. I attended to business. I attended to
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my ledger. I opened no other book. I did very well with-
out books; and I have made more money without science,
than all those scientific Doctors have ever made with it."

These two physicians-the good Dr. Fothergill and this
other Doctor of a single book-are the f t representatives
of the two great classes into which the medical profession
is divided, and to the one or the other of which all its
members belong, more or less decidedly and exclusively
according to the frailty and imperfection of all human
virtue and of all human wickedness. Upon the choice
between them which is made by the young physician, and
not upon the averments of his diploma, or upon the title
which is written before his name or written after it, must
depend his true rank and respectability. Practice your
profession with a just appreciation of its objects and duties,
and under the guidance of humanity and charity, and it is
such a pursuit that human life can offer none that is more
useful, more estimable, more truly noble. Follow it sim-
ply for the profits and emoluments it may bring you, and
it is a mere trade,-a craft and mystery as sordid and vile
as that which consumes the days and nights of the lowest
and most ignorant artisan.

You are now, Gentlemen, standing at the starting-
point of your professional career; perhaps "listening, with
enviable credulity, to the whispers of fancy, ready to
pursue with eagerness the phantoms of hope, and full of
confidence that the deficiencies of the present day will be
supplied by the morrow. " Young cadets of medical sci-
ence, buoyant at this moment with elevated and generous
ambition, what will you be, what your feelings and char-
acters, when time shall have sprinkled his venerable frost
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on your heads, and you have taken your position among

the seniors of your profession? What is to be your suc-
cess in the Olympic race upon which you are nowenter-
ing? What rewards and distinctions are you to acquire 9

Are you destined to float on that" tide which, taken at
the flood, leads on to fortune?" Or will "all your voyage
oflife be bound in shallows and in miseries?"

'1'0 such questions which so naturally occur to the minds
of those 'who now behold you, how shall we answer?
None but a prophet of evil would on an occasion like the
present be inclined from the brightness of the morning to
presage the coming of storms and tempests, and to pour
out unacceptable predictions of the-

" Sweeping whirlwind's sway,
'Vhich, hushed in grim repose, expects his evening prey."

None but a malignant diviner would descant at this time
on the unhappy contrast too commonly observed between
the beginning and the ending of human enterprises, or
would dwell on the sentiment embodied in those vigorous
lines which have so often echoed within this ancient tem-
ple of the Muses:-

"The scarfed bark puts from her native bay,
Rugg'd and embraced by the strumpet wind.
Row like the prodigal doth she return,
'With over-weather'd ribs and ragged sails,
Lean, rent, ami beggar'd by the strumpet wind."

Yet without violation of the proprieties of time and
place, I may be allowed to say that to the anxious.inqui-
ries of your friends no certain and unqualified reply can
be rendered. Clouds and darkness hovel' over the future.
The sombre forebodings of the old and the sanguine anti-
cipations of the young are alike apocryphal, and equally
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liable in any given case to be confuted by the result. Con-
jecturcs respecting the destined course and fortunes of any
one of your number might glance aside from the truth
even more widely than the predictions of those two astro-
logers whose stupendous error in horoscopy has been cele-
brated by an old English poet:

--"One told a gentlemnn
His son should be a man-killer a.nd be hang'd for't;
Who after proved a great and rich physician,
And with great fame in the University
Hang'd up in picture as a grave example.

Another sehemist
Found that a squint-eyed boy should prove a notable
Pickpurso, and afterwards a most strong thief;
Who-strange to tell-grew up to he a lawyer,
And died at last a judge."

But although human sagacity may be easily foiled in pre-
dicting the event of any individual case, there is no diffi-
culty in pronouncing with certainty respecting the means
which will in general ensure success and prosperity. We
can tell you with great certainty that if you wish to suc-
ceed in your profession, the best and surest means of at-
taining snccess is to deserve it. If yon would have not
only the best claim to distinction and eminence, but also
the best prospect of obtaining them, yon must gain know-
ledge; and know ledge can be had only by compliance with
certain fixed and rigid terms. It must be bought with a
price. It must be paid for by toil of body and mi nd.
Learning, skill and scientific excellence approach not the
conch of the sluggard to offer themselves to his accept-
ance. Long and earnestly must they be sought and
labored for by those who desire to acquire them.
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Upon thorough professional knowledge you should place
your principle reliance for reward and distinction. But
such knowledge is not sufficient by itself to command SLlC-

cess. It is not sufficient by itself to deserve success. A
man may buckle on the whole armor of learning, and
clothe himself with science as with a garment, and be not-
withstanding utterly unprepared to succeed as a physi-
cian, and utterly unworthy to succeed.

Professional know ledge is undoubtedly indispensable to
any desirable and honorable success. It coneti tutes a more
valid claim to such success than any other single quality.
But it is not by itself a sufficient claim. To make it avail-
ing, it must be aided, and adorned, and recommended by
various other qualities and acquirements of greater or less
importance. In addition to know ledge, it is especially ne-
cessary that you have prudence and discretion. Those qual-
ities must be manifested by your actions, by your words,
and by your silence. Prudence and discretion may perhaps
be accounted but humble qualities; yet for the want of
them no attainments in science or in literature can com-
pensate.
If the physician neglect 01' insult his patients, if by in-

civility of manner, or by impertinent interference with
the business of others, or by the uncalled-for expression of
harsh censures and judgments, he make enemies of all
around him, how can he expect to succeed? Your pro-
gress towards success may be as fatally obstructed by your
words as by your actions. Of all the evil tongues which
we encuunter in this life there is none so apt to injure us
as the one which moves too freely in our own mouths.
Great, you will find in numberless cases, is the wisdom of
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silence, golden its eloquence, and nothing more true than
that Arabian proverb which tells us that the soul of a wise
man reposes at the root of his tongue, while that of a fool
is ever dancing on the tip.

The business upon which you are now to enter, is one
for which you have long been preparing yourselves.
Whatever your success in this work of preparation,-
however eminent and honorable,-let nothing persuade
you that further efforts are unnecessary. One of the most
important truths to which your attention can be directed,
is the necessity of unremitting exertions to increase the
extent and accuracy of your professional knowledge. In
the University of Padua, during the middle ages, when
the halls of that august institution were crowded with
classes of twenty thousand pupils annually assembled
from every Christian and every Moslem clime, it was a
part of the impressive ceremonies employed in conferring
the medical doctorate, to present to the successful can-
didate two volumes, the one small and open, representing
what he had already learned, the other large, ponderous
and closed, signifying what was yet before him, to be
studied and learned in his future career. The lesson con-
tained in this emblematic teaching is one of obvious but
not trivial import. It is not in three or four years that so
vast a science as that of Medicine can be compassed. It

was not in three or four years that Boerhaave and Haller
and Copland accomplished their periplus of its seas and
oceans. Nothing, indeed, that is great or excellent can
in this life be done easily or done quickly. Honor and
reputation come from the doing of such things as are not
done with ease. The poetaster in Horace boasts that he

2
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had written a thousand verses while standing on one foot.
His verses and his name have perished together. Dante
tells us that he had grown old in years, sad in spirit, and
lean in body, while laboring on his immortal poem. That
mystic and unfathomable poem will be read with wonder
and awe, as long as men have intellect to understand or
hearts to feel. If you wish to perform properly your duty
as physicians, however experienced, learned, wise, and
able you may become, you must still count yourselves not
to have apprehended; you must still reach forward with
unabated ardor towards the prize of further knowledge,
and higher excellence. As Iong as you continue connect-
ed with the medical profession,-as long as you seek to be
engaged in the business of treating' diseases,-it will be
one of your most obvious and most important duties to
labor to increase and improve your skill in the application
of your art by increasing and improving your acquaint-
ance with the science from which that art is derived, and
by which it should be guided and governed. To the prac-
tising physician the day can never come when this labor
ceases to be necessary, and this duty to be obligatory.
The practiser of medicine who abandons or neglects pro-
fessional study, should reflect on the quaint and significant
advice of Huxham in regard to the duty of reading the
sixth commandment.

You will often be told, and what is worse, you will
often feel, that the science of Medicine iN exceedingly de-
fective and imperfect. But let not this disconrage you.
Medical knowledge is undoubtedly, like all other depart-
ments of human knowledge, like theology, like jurispru-
dence, like the art of government, far short of perfection.
Physicians, like other men, may be said in some sort to
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see only through a glass and darkly. But such as our sci-
ence is, and whatever its defects, it is still sufficiently ad-
vanced to be in the hands of those who understand it of
incalculable utility to mankind,-ofincomparably greater
importance than any other branch of physical research, and
th erefore well worthy of your diligent and persevering study.

And do not suppose that because it is incomplete it is
therefore brief and easily compassed and exhausted by the
student. However limited it may be, however short of
what might be desired, you may yet be perfectly assured
that no one of your number, and that no student now liv-
ing, will ever be able to master and understand all that it
contains. No single individual has ever acquired, 01' ever
will acquire, a thorough acquaintance with all the trea-
sures of medical knowledge. "The wisdom of the Law,"
says Lord Coke, "is greater than the wisdom of anyone
man." The wisdom of Medicine, it may be added, is
greater than the wisdom of anyone physician. It is he,
who has studied and learned but little, who thinks there
is but little to be studied and learned.

All physicians, whether young or old, should be on
their guard against too readily ascribing the failure of
their professional efforts to the imperfections of medical
science. When a patient dies under our care, let us not
at once conclude that we have done everything to avert
his fate that the present condition of our science would
allow. Rather let us commune in candor and honesty
with our own hearts, and inquire what might have been
the result if, instead of ourselves, Sydenham, or Heber-
den, or Andral, or Louis, or Latham, could have stood by
the couch of that patient. Let us ask ourselves whether
anyone of those great physicians would have treated the
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calJeas we have treated it; whether h is prompt sagacity
might not have made an earlier or more correct diagnosis;
whether his penetrating eyes might not have discerned
some important indication for treatment, which escaped
our duller vision; whether his skillful hands might not
have interposed some potent remedy with whose virtues
we were not sufficiently acquainted.
It is a severe trial to ask such questions even in the pri-

vacy of our own thoughts. And it is true that we are not
required to accomplish tasks above our strength, or to do
what can be done only by men wiser and abler than our-
selves. But it is better to subject our feelings to this stern
ordeal than to sink into the sluggish habit of thinking
that in every case we have done all that could be done,
when perhaps, in reality, we have clone but little, and
that little but little to the purpose; or done much, and
that much all in the wrong direction.

The imperfections of Medicine are partly, no doubt, in
the science itself. But they are still more in the imper-
fect knowledge of that science which exists among those
who profess to practice it. "I am full of this belief," says
the learned Sir Thomas Bodeley in a letter to LordBa-
con,-"1 am full of this belief, that as physic is minister-
ed now-a-days by physicians, it is much to be ascribed to
their negligence, or ignorance, or other touch of imper-
fection, that they speed no better in their practice; for few
are found of that profession so well instructed in their art
as they might be by the precepts which their art doth
afford; which, though it be defective in regard of absolute
pel'fection,-yet for certain it doth flourish with admirable
remedies, such as the tract of time hath taught by experi-
mental results."
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A similar charge of neglecting their professional studies
is often brought against the physicians of the present age.
Dr. SteigJitz, whose official position under the Hanove-
rian Government gave him ample opportunities for ob-
serving the characters and conduct of medical men, and
who is celebrated by his German confreres for knowledge,
sagacity, and judgment, tells us that he had everywhere
found physicians to be shrewd, adroit and well versed in
the business of life. But this meagre commendation is
tempered with an ample addition of censure. He goes on
to say that they are apt to be filled with perverse and pre-
judiced notions, taking no interest in science, unacquaint-
ed with the progress of medical knowledge, not feeling the
necessity of keeping up their early studies, and rarely look-
ing into books, either good or bad, old or new. But few
physicians, he says, had gained his esteem and respect.

Whether this austere verdict may be applied to the
Medical Faculty of other countries than the Fatherland, I

shall not presume to decide, or even venture to inquire.
But of one thing I can assure you, that you can very easi-
ly make it appropriate to yourselves. If you believe too
fondly that you possess already an abundant stock of pro-
fessional Imowledge,-if you abjure all further interest in
science,-if you neglect all further study,-if you make
your ledger the beginning and the end of your library,-
your minds will speedily be replete with enol'S, and over-
run with prejudices} and you will soon be as unfit for the
safe, useful and honorable practice of your profession, as
if you were living in the same manner within sight of
the Rhine, and were devoting all the energies of all your
faculties to the business of eating pretzels and swilling
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lager-beer. Whatever else you may gain by such a course
of life, it will certainly not be the esteem of the learned
and scientific.

Crowded as are at present the ranks of the Medical
Profession, wherever you may make your residence, short
of Tim huctoo or Melville Island, you will certainly have
other physicians in your immediate vicinity, who will
necessarily be your competitors for business and reputation.
Let not this circumstance excite in your minds any illib-
eral and ungenerous spirit of rivalry and opposition.
Nevel' forget just respect for their character and rights.
"Love yourselves last." No one who is aware of the
multiplicity of cares and troubles inevitable to the life of
a physician, should be willing to make any unnecessary
addition to the burden. Avoid expressing or forming
opinions respecting the treatment of cases attended by
others. It is justly remarked by Celsus that one of the
most characteristic attributes of a medical charlatan, is to
have more skill with other men's patients than with his
own.

Never suffer yourselves to look with envious and malig-
nant eyes upon the success and reputation of physicians
older, more advanced, or more popular than yourselves.
Consider that if their prosperity be not justly won and
merited, they should be pitied rather than envied. And
if, on the contrary, they have attained eminence by fail'
and Iaudahle means, they are entitled to your respect and
esteem, and you should feel no desire to detract from their
reputation, but should rather, in the spirit of honorable
emulation, endeavor to imitate their example and to gain
an equal or higher degree of excellence. If you desire
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equal success, be willing to bestow equal diligence and
energy for its attainment. "My enemies," says Marins
in the great history) "envy my honors; let them then
envy the labors, the purity of life, the hardships and the
dangers by which I have acquired them." The divine
Raphael,-even more divine for refined moral sensibility
than for his marvellous genius,-re}Jlied to a person who
was endeavoring to infect his mind with jealousy of his
illustrious contemporary Michael Angelo, that he could
never cease to love and honor that great man, and to thank
God that he had enjoyed the happiness of living in the
same age with so incomparable an artist. In a similar
strain of generous sentiment our countryman Washington
Alston, declared, that if the option were in his power to
be the first or the second artist of the age, he would prefer
to be the second, in order that there might be always
some one above him to whom he might look up with
admiration and reverence.

You are naturally anxious at present in regard to your
prospects in the business in which you are about to em-
bark-your practice-your income,-your reputation. Be
not over-anxious. Far more important is it than these
things, that you should be properly prepared for the du-
ties of your profession. It is your preparation and your
principles, and not your success, for which you are re-
sponsible. Let your preparation be good, and be con-
stantly improving; let your principles of professional con-
duct be just and elevated; let your efforts to serve and
relieve your patients be earnest and zealous; and there
can be but little doubt that yon will sooner or later be
rewarded by success. The proverb of the Greeks is still
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true, that an useful art can flourish in any country,

<'0 <'EXl'LOV "'ali'" 'Y",i"", <,p',!,EL-or, as Dr. Barrow has expressed

the same sentiment, "He that hath any good art, hath

therein an estate and land in every place, and is so-

cured against being reduced to extremity by any mis-

fortune." Of no men is this more true than of the

members of our profession. To the young physician who

sets out with proper intellectual and moral fitness for

his business, we may safely apply, whatever his own

doubts and apprehensions, those beautiful words of an

Eastern poet, "He that now goeth on his way weeping,

and beareth forth good seed, shall doubtless come again

with joy, and bring his sheaves with him."

Be not eager for professional business. An extensive

practice generally brings fully as many evils as advan-

tages. Labor strenuously to be prepared for the duties

of your profession. Whether you are to be called soon or

late, or ever, to the performance of those duties, leave

with serenity of mind to the decision of Providence.

That you may be the less tempted to feel impatience on
this subject, be careful to regulate your expenditures so

as to avoid the perilous and degrading thraldom of debt.

Restrain your expenses within the limits of your means.

Remember the wise maxim of Cicero, that frugality is in

itself an abundant revenue-magnum est vectigal parsimo-
mao Remember also the divine dietary, which has never

yet been revoked, That man liveth not by bread alone.

If your business become large and lucrative, attach as

little importance as possible to its profits. When you find

your means sufficient for your necessary and reasonable pur-

poses, keeping off the "malesuadafamet! ac turpis egestas,"
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securmg you from debts, and affording you the ordinary
comforts of life, be satisfied with such blessings, and
think as little and as seldom as you can of how much you
are making. This is one of the subjects respecting which
ignorance is sometimes better than knowledge. Never
accustom yourselves to add up with solicitous care, at the
end of the year, how much you have booked, as it is called,
or how much you have received. You will thus be less
apt to attach undue importance to gain, less tempted to be
anxiously comparing the emoluments of one year with
those of another, and less liable to fall into the baseness
and wickedness of practising your profession merely for
money. Endeavor in this way, and in every other way, to
mortify and repress the demon of avarice.

You desire to succeed in the profession which you have
chosen, and it is difficult to imagine how you could better
employ your time than in laboring to attain success. But
how are you to labor, and what efforts are most likely to
avail you?

On this subject, as on so many other subjects of greater
or of less importance, different opinions have been enter-
tained and expressed.

The wise and observant Dr. Johnson has remarked that
"a very curious book might be written on the fortune of
physicians; that a medical man seems the mere play-thing
of fortune; his degree of reputation is for the most part to-
tally casual; they who employ him know not his excel-
lence; they who reject him know not his dencience."

With great respect and reverence for the judgment of
the illustrious moralist, I am yet compelled to believe that

3
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the dominion of Fortune over the fate of physicians is
rather apparent than real, and that in the business of
Medicine, as in the other pursuits of life, conduct has far
more power than chance.

Professor Sava of Milan, in a recent work, assures us
that the qualities necessary to enable a physician to suc-
ceed are not learning, nor devotion to study, nor solidity
of judgment, nor compass of intellect, nor professional
.knowledge and skill; but rather garrulous boasting, and
incessant self-glorification, and falsehood, and impudence,
and audacity, and the various vile arts and devices of
charlatanry. He has known, he tells us, a physician to
succeed eminently, whose only merit consisted in cynical
rudeness and brutality of manners; and another who was
extremely popular with a large circle of employers, in the
best classes of the community, many of them refined and
cultivated ladies, to whom he was recommended appar-
ently by no qualities except the avowed libertinism and
profligacy of his character.

These opinions and statements of the Italian professor
were dictated, we may hope, rather by spleen and disap-
pointment, than by observation and experience. I trust
that the extraordinary facts he relates are to be ranked
among those "ideas of fair Italy" which can never be rea-
lized in Cis-Alpine regions. It would certainly be a griev-
ous sin against the spirit of charity to suggest that any-
thing of the same kind can be witnessed in our own coun-
try, and among a people whose present political and social
condition proves the truth of what they have so often pro-
claimed that they are the wisest, happiest and most virtu-
ous nation on the face of the globe.
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Yet even in om favored land the resnlt of all human
pursuits must be in some degree precarious and uncertain.
Even among us, the race is not always to the swift, nor
the battle to the strong, nor honor and respect to the good
and wise. As you go along through life, you will per-
haps sometimes witness cases which will incline you to
conclude that medical renown and prosperity are distrib-
uted with but small reference to merit and desert, and,
like riches,

--" Are in effect

No grace of Heaven, or token of th' elect;

Giv'n to the fool, the mad, the vain, the evil,

To Ward, to 'Vaters, Ohartres, and the Dev il."

Yet it is true, and always will be true, that, if success in
our business be in some instances gained by unworthy
arts, it may also be gained without such arts, and by
widely different methods. In the Medical profession, as
in other liberal professions, those who employ the means
suggested by reason and virtue have many important ad-
vantages over all competitors of a different character. The
physician possessed of knowledge, and skill, and prudence,
and industry, and cultivated manners, and virtuous prin-
ciples, and benevolent feelings, has at the long run a bet-
ter prospect of winning and retaining the confidence of
those whose esteem is most desirable than any man can
have who depends upon qualities of an opposite descrip-
tion. There is no other pursuit in life, you may be per-
fectly assured, in which useful qualities of intellect and
correct principles of morals, are more certain than in ours
to find in time a just appreciation and reward.
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Should you be destined to a successful and brilliant ca-
reer, be on your guard against the temptations and allure-
ments of prosperity. N ever suffer your success to elate
your minds, or to make you boastful or vain-glorious;
" Vixere fortes ante Aqamemnona.," Think of the legion
of fools and knaves who have had a larger extent of busi-
ness, and made far more profit by the profession of medi-
cine, than can ever fall to your lot. Reflect also on the
precepts and examples of humility given us by many of
the best and wisest of men,~by men whose genius and
virtues ranked them with the "foremost in the race to
glory's goal." Pascal," the wisest, brig htest, purest of'
mankind," exhorts his friends to think of themselves only
in reference to their imperfections and unwortb iness, and
to renounce forever the use of the pronouns I and Jlfe.

'I'hs greatest teacher of wisdom among the ancients pro-
nounced that all he knew was that he knew nothing.
And the most illustrious of modern philosophers declared
that when he contrasted the little he had discovered with
the much of which he was ignorant, he felt himself to be
like a child that had picked up on the beach of the ocean
a few shells and pebbles, but was wholly unacquainted
with the treasures and wonders that lay hid in the bosom
of the boundless deep that expanded before him.

After all, the real value of whatever your professional
success may be will depend upon the means by which you
gain it, and the motives from which you engage in its
pursuit. Poor and unsatisfying will that success be, if it
serve only to place within your reach the paltry and sen-
sual pleasures enjoyed in the sty of Epicurus, or the empty
honors and distinctions-c-' the leather and prunella" ~
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bought and solel in the booths of Vanity Fair, or even the
nobler delights derived from the acquisition of knowledge
sought for its own sake alone. Let your aims and objects
be of a purer and more elevated nature. Endeavor, I be-
seech you, to find your chief pleasure in the faithful per-
formance of your allotted part in the labors of life. Fix
your eyes on the majestic and venerable form of Moral
Duty. Listen to her as the austere but infallible guide of
action, the arbiter of all doubts, the encourager under all
difficulties, the comforter in all sorrows and misfortunes.
Look to her approbation as the certain and all-sufficient
reward of all your efforts:

"Stern Lawgiver! yet doth she wear

The Godhead's most benignant grace;

Nor know we anything so fair

As is the smile upon her face;

Flowers laugh before her on their beds;

And Fragrance in her footing treads;

She doth preserve the Stars from wrong;

And the most ancient Heavens through her are fresh and strong."

To enable you to understand the voice of duty, and to
feel the sacred and eternal authority of her injunctions,
requires a discipline and training which you can derive
from no other source so well as from the inspired teaching
of Christianity. And allow me, my young friends, to say
to you, in concluding the desultory remarks with which I
have been detaining you, that the truth of the Christian
revelation has been as learnedly, ably, and perfectly
proved as any of those tenets which are best established
and most unquestionable in the Medical Science which
you have been studying; and that in comparison with the
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transcendent value of that truth, all that you know, and
all that all human minds are capable of knowing of our
science and of all other sciences, is but idle, unprofitable
and worthless words.

In expressing this opinion I speak deliberately, after
study and reflection, and with the knowledge that to s?me
it might appear more scientific, more intellectual, and
more in professional taste, to advance or to hint different
and opposite sentiments. I know better, however, on
which side of this great question the force of learning
and reason preponderates. I have formed my judgment;
I wish that I could decide yours; and I beg you to be-
lieve, that while it is a blessing to be able to derive de-
light from the study of science and literature,-a blessing
to obtain a competence by honorable exertions,-a bless-
ing to be useful to those around you,-a blessing to have
a pure and peaceful household,-a blessing to have friends
among the wise and virtuous,-the greatest of all bless-
ings, and the happiest of all privileges, is to possess that
faith, hope and charity, which in this life fill the heart
with the peace of God) and in the next open to us the
portals of paradise, and secure us the palms and amar-
anths of everlasting happiness.

This blessing, and all other blessings I heartily wish
you.


